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2 Maximal Marginal RelevanceMost modern IR search engines produce a ranked listof retrieved documents ordered by declining relevance tothe user's query. In contrast, we motivated the need for\relevant novelty" as a potentially superior criterion. A�rst approximation to measuring relevant novelty is tomeasure relevance and novelty independently and providea linear combination as the metric. We call the linearcombination \marginal relevance" { i.e. a document hashigh marginal relevance if it is both relevant to the queryand contains minimal similarity to previously selecteddocuments. We strive to maximize marginal relevance inretrieval and summarization, hence we label our method\maximal marginal relevance" (MMR).MMR def= Arg maxDi2RnSh�(Sim1(Di; Q)�(1��) maxDj2S Sim2(Di; Dj))iWhere C is a document collection (or document stream);Q is a query or user pro�le; R = IR(C, Q, �), i.e., theranked list of documents retrieved by an IR system, givenC and Q and a relevance threshold �, below which it willnot retrieve documents (� can be degree of match ornumber of documents); S is the subset of documents inR already selected; RnS is the set di�erence, i.e, the setof as yet unselected documents in R; Sim1 is the sim-ilarity metric used in document retrieval and relevanceranking between documents (passages) and a query; andSim2 can be the same as Sim1 or a di�erent metric.Given the above de�nition, MMR computes incre-mentally the standard relevance-ranked list when the pa-rameter �=1, and computes a maximal diversity rankingamong the documents in R when �=0. For intermediatevalues of � in the interval [0,1], a linear combination ofboth criteria is optimized. Users wishing to sample theinformation space around the query, should set � at asmaller value, and those wishing to focus in on multi-ple potentially overlapping or reinforcing relevant docu-ments, should set � to a value closer to �. We found thata particularly e�ective search strategy (reinforced by theuser study discussed below) is to start with a small � (e.g.� = .3) in order to understand the information space inthe region of the query, and then to focus on the mostimportant parts using a reformulated query (possibly viarelevance feedback) and a larger value of � (e.g. � = .7).3 Document ReorderingWe performed a pilot experiment with �ve users who wereundergraduates from various disciplines. The purpose ofthe study was to �nd out if they could tell what wasthe di�erence between a standard ranking method and



MMR. The users were asked to �nd information fromdocuments and were not told how the order in whichdocuments were presented - only that either \method R"or \method S" were used. The majority of people saidthey preferred the method which gave in their opinionthe most broad and interesting topics (MMR). In the �-nal section they were asked to select a search method anduse it for a search task. 80% chose the method MMR.The users indicated a di�erential preference for MMR innavigation and for locating the relevant candidate doc-uments more quickly, and pure- relevance ranking whenlooking at related documents within that band. Three ofthe �ve users clearly discovered the di�erential utility ofdiversity search and relevance-only search.4 SummarizationIf we consider document summarization by relevant-passage extraction, we must again consider relevanceas well as anti-redundancy. Summaries need to avoidredundancy, as it defeats the purpose of summarization.If we move beyond single document summarization todocument cluster summarization, where the summarymust pool passages from di�erent but possibly overlap-ping documents, reducing redundancy becomes an evenmore signi�cant problem.Automated document summarization dates back toLuhn's work at IBM in the 1950's [4], and evolved throughseveral e�orts to the recent TIPSTER e�ort which in-cludes trainable methods [3], linguistic approaches [6]and our information-centric method [2], the �rst to focuson anti-redundancy measures.Human summarization of documents, sometimes called\abstraction" is a �xed- length summary, reecting thekey points that the abstractor { rather than the user {deems important. A di�erent user with di�erent informa-tion needs may require a totally di�erent summary of thesame document. We created single document summariesby segmenting the document into passages (sentences inour case) and using MMR with a cosine similarity metricto rerank the passages in response to a user generated orsystem generated query. The top ranking passages werepresented in the original document order.In the May 1998 SUMMAC conference [6], featuringa government-run evaluation of 15 summarization sys-tems, our MMR-based summarizer produced the highest-utility query-relevant summaries with an F-score of .73{ derived from precision and recall by assessors makingtopic-relevance judgements from summaries. Our systemalso scored highest (70% accuracy) on informative sum-maries, where the assessor judged whether the summarycontained the information required to answer a set of keyquestions. It should be noted that some parameters, suchas summary length, varied among systems and thereforethe evaluation results are indicative but not de�nitivemeasures of comparative performance.In order to evaluate what the relevance loss for a di-versity gain in single document summarization, three as-sessors went through 50 articles from 200 articles of aTIPSTER topic and marked each sentence as relevant,somewhat relevant and irrelevant. The article was alsomarked as relevant or irrelevant. The assessor scores werecompared against the TREC relevance judgments pro-vided for the topic.The sentence precision results are given in Table 1 forcompression factors .25 and .1. Two precision scores werecalculated, (1) that of TREC relevance plus at least one

Sentence PrecisionDocument TREC and CMUPercentage � CMU Relevant Relevant10 1 .78 .8310 .7 .76 .8310 .3 .74 .7910 Lead Sentences .74 .8325 1 .74 .7625 .7 .73 .7425 .3 .74 .7625 Lead Sentences .60 .65Table 1: Precision ScoresCMU assessor marking the document as relevant (yield-ing 23 documents) and (2) at least two of the three CMUassessors marking the document as relevant (yielding 18documents). From these scores we can see there is nosigni�cant statistical di�erence between the �=1, �=.7,and �=.3 scores. This is often explained by cases wherethe �=1 summary failed to pick up a piece of relevantinformation and the reranking with �=.7 or .3 might.The MMR-passage selection method for summariza-tion works better for longer documents (which typicallycontain more inherent passage redundancy across docu-ment sections such as abstract, introduction, conclusion,results, etc.). MMR is also extremely useful in extractionof passages from multiple documents about the same top-ics. News stories contain much repetition of backgroundinformation. Our preliminary results for multi-documentsummarization show that in the top 10 passages returnedfor news story collections in response to a query, there issigni�cant repetition in content over the retrieved pas-sages and the passages often contain duplicate or near-replication in the sentences. MMR reduces or eliminatessuch redundancy.5 Concluding RemarksWe have shown that MMR ranking provides a useful andbene�cial manner of providing information to the user byallowing the user to minimize redundancy. This is espe-cially true in the case of query-relevant multi-documentsummarization. We are currently performing studies onhow this extends to several document collections as wellas studies on the e�ectiveness of our system.References[1] Buckley C. Implementation of the smart information re-trieval system. Technical Report TR 85-686, Cornell Uni-versity.[2] J.G.Carbonell, Y. Geng, and J. Goldstein. Automatedquery-relevant summarization and diversity-based rerank-ing. In 15th International Joint Conference on Arti�cialIntelligence, Workshop: AI in Digital Libraries, pages 9{14, Nagoya, Japan, August 1997.[3] J.M. Kupiec, J. Pedersen, and F. Chen. A trainable docu-ment summarizer. In Proceedings of the 18th Annual Int.ACM/SIGIR Conference on Research and Developmentin IR, pages 68{73, Seattle, WA, July 1995.[4] P.H. Luhn. Automatic creation of literature abstracts.IBM Journal, pages 159{165, 1958.[5] G. Salton. Automatic Text Processing: The Transforma-tion, Analysis, and Retrieval of Information by Computer.Addison-Wesley, 1989.[6] InTIPSTER Text Phase III 18-Month Workshop, Fairfax,VA, May 1998.


